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PURDY GOLD-Q,UARTZ PROSPECT, EAGLE Q,U.AD3.t~JGLE 

On August 26, 1959, while in the Fortymile District, I· examined 

a lode-gold ::prospac~ owned by Fred and Arthur Purdy. The prospect 

is on the rig4 t limit side of Myers Fork near -the head of the creek 

and about four miles from the mouth of the creek. A' road, suitable 
·fl 

only for four-whe~l-dri vo veh:foles goes from the Purdy brothers t placer 
·_., f" 

mine on Myers Fork to the prospect. 

The ::prospect -is on a vein, slightly less than one intjr wide, 

from which the Purdy brothers have obtain~d a few pounds· of gold-quartz 
. 

fragments in which the gold appears to constitute about one-fourth of 

the total volume of the fragments. The hfgh-grade specimens we.re 

taken from a hand-dug pit 7 to 8 feet long and about 5 feet deep. 

The vein is in highly metamorphosed sediments, apparently a :pa.rt of 

the Eirch Creek schist formation. Near the surface the footwall is 

marble, and the hanging wall is red mica achist. .A.t the bottom of 

the pit there is a narrow seam bearing metallic sulfides in the marble, 

-- but there is no mineralization along the contact between the marble and 

· the red schist. The;' narrow seam may or m~y not be the downward. 

extension of the vein. 

The vein appears to be faulted at each end of the pit; the -structure 

is obscured by faulting, surfac·e fracturing, creep, slumping, and 
--.,___ __ 1 

weathering to such an estent that it is difficult to ·follow the vein 

or any other feature. The vein strikes N 65° E; at the surface it 

appears to dip 75o to 80° N, but the seam at the bottom of the pit 

appears to dip 

Several other pi ts have been dug west of the main exposure. In 
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some of them, gold can be paIU'1.ed ,from narrow sea.11s, but none of the pi ts 

appears to be on the high-grade vein. 

During this examination, a sample was taken from the sulfide

bearing marble'! along the seam at the;\ottom of the pit; i ~ ~ssayed 

0.08 oz. of gold and 0.14 Oz. of silver :per, ton. An.other sample of 

,',marble carrying sulfides was taken from a bulldozer cut 50 feet south 

of the main exposure; it assayed a trace of gold and no silver. 

Pyrite, sphalerite, and crocoite (lead-chrowium oxide) were identified 

in the second Sa.n;r.Ple • 

.Arthur Purdy reported that several years ago lZOO :poui;tds of ore 

was shipped from a similar vein near the head of Chicken Creek and the 

ore contained about one dollar in gold pex· pound. 

Apparently the only way to follow the vein o:t' to find the offset 

segments is tb excavate c~efully, either by hand or with a bulldozer, 

·· · in such a manner that the rock exposed can be examined in detail for 

any minera.li~ed seam that could be the extension of the high~grade vein. 

Robert H. Saunders 
State Mining Engineer 
College, .Alaska 

----se:ptember, 1960 
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